
Southeast Asia is the center of many agglomeration areas of semiconductor and electronics

producer delivering their complex goods to Europe. Forwarding between these continents is a

task of great responsibility.

Are your customers faced with unexpected occurrences like production downtimes and

urgently needed spare parts? Do your manufacturing semiconductor customers have to deal

with extreme volatility in demand which results in capacity utilization problems? Do your

customers rely on optimal logistic workflows?

Your solution

1. Handover of your consolidated shipments at the 

airport (SIN, PVG, PEK) 2 hours prior to departure

2. Export customs clearance

3. Flight to Frankfurt (FRA)

4. Fast handling and breakdown in FRA

5. Import customs clearance

6. Forwarding to several final destinations in Europe 

the same day including delivery

Singapore

Shanghai

Beijing

Frankfurt

Your dependable, fast and competitive transport service 

from Southeast Asia to Europe 



Shipment example from Singapore to Dublin within 22 hours 

Details

Latest acceptance time: 2 hours prior to departure

Total term of delivery: All European airports within our network can be reached the 

same day.

Frequency days: Monday to Sunday*

*customs service is available on a limited basis weekends

Your advantages

Flexibility: Several transport options: airport-airport, door-door, customs clearance.

Longer production times due to latest pick-up in SIN, PVG, PEK.

Earlier production start at consignee in Europe due to the shortened 

delivery time.

Speed: Shortest handling times due to direct apron access of the time:matters

Courier Terminal in Frankfurt and a super-fast breakdown.

Fastest connections to over 100 stations all over Europe.

Reliability: Highest loading priority.

Availability: 24/7 bookable via our Customer Service in Europe and Asia.

Delivery

within city 

limits

Delivery to 

SIN

Arrival in 

FRA

Uplift on 

LH779

First 

possible 

connection 

flight ex 

FRA

e.g. to DUB 

on LH978

Arrival in

DUB

21:55 23:55 05:40 (+1) 09:00 (+1) 09:50 (+1) 10:55 (+1) 13:00 (+1)

Handling 

(import, customs, 

breakdown, 

labeling/neutralization, 

export)

200 minutes

(GMT+8) (MEZ) (GMT)

24/7 booking & service line: 

+49 (0) 800 117 117 7

+49 (0) 69 9999 2079

service@time-matters.com

www.time-matters.com

mailto:service@time-matters.com
http://www.time-matters.com/

